
Vote Arford
To all my District 49 citi-

zens in Brunswick, I would 
like to ask you to cast a vote 
for Poppy Arford on Nov. 3 as 
our legislative House repre-
sentative, or even better, cast 
an absentee ballot. Many of 
you know I ran for this seat, 
and Poppy won. It was during 
the campaign, when all of us 
were running together, that 
we really interacted and got to 
know each other. I will tell you 
that Poppy is a hard worker 
and very dedicated and will 
go above and beyond to work 
for the citizens of District 49, 
Brunswick and the whole 
state.

When I came in second, 
Poppy asked me if I would be 
part of her election team and 
I gladly accepted. The reason 
I did is that she supports and 
fights for all the issues that 
are really important to me, 
such as: Affordable health 
care and state school dollars 
for the towns, trying to work 
towards the 55% that all we 
citizens voted for several 
years ago and that the LePage 
era sliced and sliced.

She is also a very huge 
advocate for our environment, 
which is very important to me. 
I could go on and on, but will 
close with: we can’t go wrong 
with Poppy Arford. She will 
fight for us like you have not 
seen before.

Kathy E. Wilson,
Brunswick

Letter

BY TOM PURCELL
Guest column

I hope we get it right.
Data collection for the 2020 

U.S. Census ends soon. This 
census, the 22nd in U.S. histo-
ry, has faced its share of chal-
lenges and controversies.

The goal of the census has 
remained the same through-
out its 230-year history: to 
count every person living in 
the United States.

The Constitution requires 
the federal government to do 
so every 10 years. The popu-
lation count determines the 
number of U.S. House seats 
each state will have – which 
can become highly political.

When a state gains or loses 
seats, the party in power 
sometimes redraws congres-
sional districts in hopes of 
making it impossible for the 
other party to win. That’s why 
census results are so impor-
tant to politicians.

The census also deter-
mines how much federal 
funding your neighborhood 
will receive. The more people 
counted in a region, the more 

money that region will receive 
for roads, bridges and other 
government programs.

From the start, this census 
has faced no small number of 
controversies and challenges.

“From cybersecurity issues 
to administrative problems to 
a legal drama over a possible 
citizenship question, there 
are plenty of reasons to worry 
about the decennial head 
count,” noted The Atlantic in 
July 2018.

Cybersecurity certainly is a 
concern. This is the very first 
census that allows answering 
questions online – which may 
put respondents and their 
data at risk of cyberattack, 
particularly amid COVID-19, 
which has brought thousands 
of scammers out of the wood-
work.

Wired reported in 2019 that 
“experts fear the (census) 
bureau is opening itself up 
to a range of new risks, from 
basic functionality and con-
nectivity failures to cyberse-
curity threats and disinforma-
tion campaigns.”

Disinformation in the era of 

social media? I’m shocked.
To stay secure, remember 

that the Census Bureau will 
never ask for your full Social 
Security number, or your bank 
account or credit card num-
bers, or for money or dona-
tions – but scammers pre-
tending to be from the bureau 
will.

Ten questions ask about 
respondents’ name, sex, age, 
race, telephone number and 
whether they own or rent. 
There are no questions about 
religion, whether one is a 
legal resident or whether one 
has a Social Security number.

When the Trump adminis-
tration proposed adding a citi-
zenship question, opponents 
cried foul. They said the ques-
tion would intimidate non-
citizens into not responding, 
which would result in under-
counts in districts with many 
noncitizens. The administra-
tion eventually dropped that 
idea.

Here’s the latest battle, 
according to Roll Call: “Under 
pressure from the Trump 
administration to end the 

count early, the (Census) 
agency will conclude all enu-
meration efforts on Sept. 30, 
and then comb through data 
before wrapping up the whole 
process by Dec. 31 – half the 
time the agency originally 
anticipated after delaying its 
initial schedule because of the 
pandemic.”

Trump opponents say this 
could cause undercounting in 
minority communities. The 
administration says modern 
technologies and efficiencies 
enable an accurate count and 
meeting its statutory deadline 
of Dec. 31, 2020.

In an era when everything 
is hopelessly political and 
political opponents loathe and 
distrust each other, one thing 
really matters.

It’s essential that we get our 
census data right.

Tom Purcell, author of “Misadventures 
of a 1970’s Childhood,” a humorous 

memoir available at amazon.com, is 
a Pittsburgh Tribune-Review humor 
columnist. Send comments to Tom at 

Tom@TomPurcell.com.

Census 2020: Accurate count essential

BY ANGÉLICA DURÁN-MARTÍNEZ, 
University of  
Massachusetts Lowell
The Conversation

The U.S. Justice Depart-
ment has dispatched federal 
agents and U.S. marshals to 
Kenosha, Wisconsin, where 
a police shooting left an 
unarmed Black man, Jacob 
Blake, paralyzed. The Aug. 23 
shooting triggered fury, pro-
test and nights of deadly con-
flict.

Kenosha is the latest city 
to see federal intervention in 
demonstrations against police 
violence. Citing its respon-
sibility to stop “violent anar-
chists rioting in the streets,” 
the Trump administration sent 
armed Justice Department 
agents to Portland and Seat-
tle in July. In May, after the 
police killing of George Floyd, 
it deployed National Guard 
troops to Washington, D.C.

Wi s c o n s i n’ s  g o v e r n o r 
assented to some federal 
assistance in Kenosha. But 
in Portland and Seattle, local 
leaders rejected Trump’s offer 
of help. Armed federal agents, 
who clashed violently with pro-
testers, were ultimately asked 
to leave.

Constitutional restrictions 
largely prevent heavily armed 
federal agents from patrolling 
U.S. cities; federalizing local 
law enforcement is historically 
rare. But my research on pub-
lic security in countries that 
use this tactic finds militarized 
federal interventions can have 
unintended – and often nega-
tive – consequences.

Growing militarization

In sending federal agents 
and soldiers to suppress pro-

tests, the United States is part 
of a global trend.

France, for example, instead 
of designing deescalation 
strategies to quell its famous 
yellow vest protests, has been 
sending national police in riot 
gear to confront demonstra-
tors, a decision that’s come 
under intense scrutiny.

And last year, when a wave 
of protests washed across 
Latin America – where mili-
tarized law enforcement 
has been expanding for two 
decades – demonstrators 
in Ecuador, Brazil, Peru and 
beyond were confronted with 
extreme force by their coun-
tries’ militarized police forces.

Chilean president Sebastian 
Piñera actually declared “war” 
on people protesting a subway 
fare increase and sent out sol-
diers in tanks.

Whether their mission is 
to suppress protests or stop 
crime, international evidence 
shows that deploying security 
forces from government agen-
cies whose primary function 
is armed conflict or national 
security – not public safety – 
tends to escalate, not reduce, 
violence.

Mexico’s war on cartels

Take Mexico, for example, 
which began to send soldiers 
and federal police to combat 
drug cartels in 2006. Violence 
skyrocketed in the places 
where troops were present.

Those areas were already 
dangerous, but statistical 
analyses show that violence 
rose far higher than it would 
have in the absence of troops. 
My own research in Ciudad 
Juárez, on the border of Texas, 
found evidence that the Mexi-

can Army and the Federal 
Police even committed torture, 
sexual harassment and other 
abuses while stationed there.

Looking at Latin American 
countries that militarized their 
response to crime, research-
ers Gustavo Flores and Jessi-
ca Zarkin attribute the result-
ing escalation of violence to 
a combination of causes. Sol-
diers and national police forc-
es have higher-grade weapons 
and little personal contact with 
the local population. Addition-
ally, they are trained not in 
de-escalation but in combat, 
and often have an engage-and-
destroy mentality.

And when local authorities 
are bypassed or overridden 
by having federal agents sent 
there – as occurred in Wash-
ington, D.C., Portland and 
Seattle – it generates political 
conflicts.

That undermines the mis-
sion and further increases the 
potential for violence. In Ciu-
dad Juárez, for example, the 
overlapping jurisdictions of 
local police and federal officers 
gravely hindered their abil-
ity to fight drug cartels, as a 
leaked 2009 cable from the U.S. 
consulate there acknowledged.

Trust in soldiers

With all these documented 
challenges, why send federal 
agents into cities at all?

Federal agencies can pro-
vide resources, intelligence 
and networks that local police 
lack. And when local, state 
and federal authorities work 
together to coordinate their 
missions, these deployments 
may be successful.

For brief periods over the 
past decade, both Tijuana, 

Mexico and Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil saw short-lived but sub-
stantial safety improvements 
when local, state and federal 
authorities worked together to 
battle organized crime. Even-
tually, though, violence rose 
again as coordination and dis-
cipline unraveled.

In both places, long-term, 
non-militarized strategies to 
address the root causes of vio-
lence remain weak.

In many countries, too, the 
military is far more popular 
than the police. So in times 
of trouble and polarization, 
national leaders can find it 
politically expedient to call on 
the credibility of the armed 
forces.

In the United States, 80% 
of people surveyed in 2018 
believed the military “will 
act in the best interests of 
the public,” according to the 
Pew Research Center. Mean-
while, the country is sharply 
divided on the police. Just 
33% of Black Americans think 
police use the “right amount 
of force,” compared to 75% of 
white Americans.

And a meager 38% of all 
Americans say they have con-
fidence in elected officials, 
Pew finds. Similar trust gaps 
between the military and other 
government institutions are 
seen in Western Europe and 
Latin America.

When federal troops are sent in to volatile 

situations, though, they can actually es-

calate conflict. Such deployments can end 

up undermining citizen confidence in 

the military, while leaving the underlying 

causes of protests or crime unresolved.

History shows militarized policing in cities 
can escalate violence and trigger conflict
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First Amendment of the BIll of Rights  

to the United States Constitution

Congress shall make no law 
 respecting an establishment of religion, 
or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; 
or abridging the freedom of speech, or 
of the press; or the right of the people 
peaceably to assemble, and to petition 

the government for a redress of  
grievances.

The Bill of Rights to the U.S. Constitution was 

ratified on Dec. 15, 1791.
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WHEN YOU WRITE

QUOTE OF THE DAY

“We cannot change anything until we accept it. Condemnation does not liberate, it oppresses.”
— Carl Jung

On Sept. 3, 2005, President 
George W. Bush ordered more 
than 7,000 active duty forces to 
the Gulf Coast as his admin-
istration intensified efforts to 
rescue Katrina survivors and 
send aid to the hurricane-
ravaged region in the face of 
criticism it did not act quickly 
enough.

Today’s Highlight 
in History


